Abstract-In this paper, we define the vector space ) (E  in which the associative multiplication is defined . Moreover we will define the embeddings of E , and *
INTRODUCTION
In order to define the multiplication of distributions one approach is based on the general method of constructing algebras of new generalized functions proposed in [1] . Following this method many important for applications results have been proved [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The construction of such algebras based on the choice of the space E as a separated complete locally convex algebra with topology defined by the family of semi norms with their natural topologies are topological algebras satisfying ( 1.1) (see [2] ).
If we denote by ) (E G the set of all sequences in E ,then the space ) (E G Is an algebra with operation of coordinate wise multiplication :
, and 
from which implies that the space ) (
, and since m arbitrary we conclude
Now define our requested algebra as a factor algebra in the following way
The embedding j of the space E into the algebra ) (E  we define by the following function :
The embedding j is well defined by virtue of the following result :
is linear , and injective
, and
Hence the function j is injective .
II. The Algebra
the space of all functions of rapid decay with topology defined by the following system of semi norms , and let
F is the Fourier transform .
Define the embedding of the space ) ( * R S into our algebra in the following way : 
, from which implies that the operator f B is injective . 
Theorem 2.2.
If ) (R S u   , then )) ( ( ) . ( ) 2 ( ( 1 R S G g u f k k     . Proof. Consider ] [ )] . [( ) 2 ( ] ) . ( ) 2 ( ( [ 1 1 k k k k g F u f F g u f F       Now since ) ( . * R S u f k  , then ) ( ] . [ R C u f F k   , and since ) ( ] ) ) ( ( [ ] [ R D kx f F k F g F k   , then we conclude ) ( ) ( ] [ ] . [ R S R D g F u f F k k   . That is ) ( ) . ( ) 2 ( ( 1 R S g u f k k     for each k , from which implies ) ) ( ( ) . ( ) 2 ( ( 1 R S G g u f k k     Theorem2.3 If ) (R S u   , then )) ( ( ) . ( ) 2 ( ( 1 1 R S G g u f k k      Proof. Let ) (R S u   , then there is ) (R S h  such that n n dx h d u  , where  ) 1 ( x C h   , that is       dy y x k g k y f y h k g u f R n k k ))] ( ( ) ( [ ) ( ) . ( ) 2 ( ) ( 1  dy y x k g k y f y h k n R n n ) ( ) ( ))] ( ( ) ( [ ) ( ) 1 (     dy y x k g k y f y h k C k j n j R n j j n j n j n n ))] ( ( ) ( [ ) ( ) 1 ( ) 1 ( ) ( ) ( 0 2          Consider k q p n q p n j nj R n j j j n j n p R x e C k C dy y x k g dx d k y f y h k C x ) 1 ( 1 ) ( ) ( 0 1 2 ))]
III. LINEAR AND BILINEAR OPERATIONS ON ALGEBRA
be a continuous linear operator , then [7] for each 
, Consider 
